
Re- imagining DA

digital DA Marketplace

We want to make it easy to trade and transact DA business

Human- led.  Digitally enabled.

human- first integrity values qualitytrust
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Streamline onboarding so that it 
takes days rather than 6-12 months

Use digital tools connect & 
collaborate on bringing new 
propositions to market

Streamline methods of obtaining 
capacity for a proposition, covering 
both sole funded and lead/follow

Provide capacity on an ongoing 
basis and streamline how capacity 
is reduced or removed

Use data and digital tools to automate 
checks where possible, reduce/remove 
duplication and manage by exception

Use rating/scores for each DA party to 
drive decision making on propositions, 
capacity and  compliance checks

Connect Proposition, Policy and Claims 
data so stakeholders have better and 
quicker access to the information

Manage the movement and 
reconciliation of funds used for capacity, 
premium income and claims payments

digital DA Marketplace

Onboarding

    Imagine a world where...

Parties can register to join the DA market in days (or hours!)
Most of the company and individual level validation checks 
are automated and occur in close to real- time
DA 'membership' T&Cs are readily accessible, easy to 
understand and can be signed electronically

Product Collaboration

    Imagine a world where...

Coverholders can upload a proposition and identify the right 
broker to connect with to bring the idea to market
Brokers can easily identify the right parties with experience, 
strength and interest in this type of proposition and bring 
them into the conversation to collaborate
All done in close to real time, using up to date information 
on parties across the entire DA market

    Imagine a world where...

The need to re- confirm capacity annually is gone
Replacing capacity takes a few days, not months to arrange
The new capacity provider has access to the latest set of the 
information as used by the Lead and follows previously.
Required information is refreshed when available, only once 
and is visible to the capacity providers in real time.

Ongoing Capacity

    Imagine a world where...

Companies are invited to consider investing via an online tool
Capacity is agreed using workflow to control how a proposition 
moves from one party to another
Follows can see the same information as seen by the Lead
Coverholders no longer have to provide the same information 
several times or significantly different information to individual 
follows
Its easy to bring all parties into a conversation about this

Binding & Placing Claims Handling

    Imagine a world where...

Proposition, Policy and Claims data is centralised in 
near real time and accessible to those that need to see 
it whenever they want
Rules automation and workflow is used to ensure that 
the 'claims pot' doesn't run dry
Claims handling activity of TPAs is visible to all who 
need to see it and can be used as part of decision 
making when bringing a proposition to market

Rating

    Imagine a world where...

Each party is awarded a health score/rating and we use 
this to inform decision making when choosing to 
connect with a party to bring a product to market, opt to 
provide ongoing capacity for an existing product or 
decide what Compliance checks are required and how 
often...

Funding

    Imagine a world where...

It is possible to reconcile funds automatically
It is possible to produce reporting on demand to 
evidence movement of funds
Discrepancies are reported by exception for 
investigation
Your financial accounting systems were able to connect 
and consume this information via APIs without the need 
for manual intervention

Oversight

    Imagine a world where...

Most of the ongoing company and individual level validation 
checks are automated and occur in close to real- time
Information provided is stored in a single place and accessible 
to all who need to see it, when they need it
Outstanding checks are notified by exception, removing the 
need to undertake the entire process as a checklist exercise 
and instead only spend time on what is required
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CH Joins

Compliance is super simple - all you  have 
to do is drag & drop relevant docs, fill in 

appropriate details once.

Docs that require renewals, no need to 
worry - reminders in place.

Our assurance analytics assess the docs 
and provides Lloyd's compliance team 
with an assessment rating  - assurity.

Once approved you are now a Lloyd's 
approved CH, the system will monitor 

you real time.

Gone are the days of annual due 
diligence - everything is real time.

Contracting is now super easy.

Sign up once to terms of market and this 
allows you to transact with all syndicates 

in market.

No more binders.

Provided with 
recommended 

capacity leads based 
on trading patterns / 
exposed appetites.

Broker knows who 
they would like to 

have as Lead capacity 
on the this.

Now all workflow 
easily happens in app

Notifications, the 
Room Calendar

Can collaborate in 
different methods - 
chooses to meet in 

lounge

All details and context 
available realtime with 

all parties able to 
collab and contribute

CH notified and is able 
to input easily

All workflow is now in 
real- time and in 

platform.

Dashboard to 
represent all detail 

and data, workflow in 
one place and fully 

customisable for MA's 
internal processes

centralised version 
of truth.

MA has clear and 
defined auditable 
record between all 

parties and all actions 
-  can check UW has 
given appropriate 

consideration prior to 
underwriting

CH able to track status 
throughout

Full transparency 
availble to CH and 

treated as real partner 
- full visibility of 

placement process

CH answers 
questions

Claims receive 
and review 

prop

Claims

TPA is alerted that they are included on a 
binder and can confirm that they are able to 

handle

"Are you able to handle this, do you have 
capacity?"

This enables the customer benefit and claims 
handling is sped up.

System auto 
generates suggestive 

list based off past 
trading experience

This in turn will help 
more junior brokers

Broker can now 
choose a number of 
mediums to comms 

with follow

TPA

Real- time interaction 
and collab between all 

parties enabling 
quicker placement of 

capacity

SPEED and removes 
duplication and 

inefficiencies

CH triggers 
stamp

Placement is now 
digital, speed, 

efficiency, no more 
wet stamps.

All detail digitised, 
auditable, traceable

TPA told that 
they are 

handling claims 
- access to 

policy wording

CH receives 
alert and 

updated status

e- Stamps

e- stamps

e- stamps

e- stamps
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placement

Confirmation of 
placement

Confirmation of 
placement
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include lead MA 

in collab

Approves in 
principle

Collab

Lead capacity 
placement Lead capacity 

review

Follow capacity 
placement

Collab on prop
Collab on relationships

1 required item
2 required item
3 required item
4 required item

Checklist

Activity

Actions

5 required item
6 required item

Idea Business plan

M edwards @ 
Aegis

S Smith @ 
Aegis

S  Williams @ 
Howden

M Michaels @ 
Coverholder

S Stone @ 
Coverholder

Assign to View history Set reminder

Your favourites (5)

Outside of your network (7)

Tag your proposition

Class

Territory

Marine

U.S

Canada

United Kingdom

France

Australia

Germany

Italy

New Zealand

Bahamas

Catastrophe

Property

Flood

Conduct

Cargo

Legal Expenses

Financial Institutions

Oversight

Actions Assign to View history Sign

Overdue

Completed

Actions required

Auto AutoDoc uploaded Manual Conf Auto

UW receives 
alert that 

wordings / 
Claims /  DUM 
etc are happy

Lead MA 
anlyses prop + 

sends

MA has a few 
final questions 

for CH

Lead approves 
in principle

Continue collab 
remotely

Continue collab 
remotely CH accepts

Confirmation 
received and 
starts looking 

for lead

Selects lead Meet lead

Meet somehow 
- conference, 

intro

Find follow - 
select top 5 +

Follow Market
Broker triggers 

stamp
Confirmation of 

placement

Archive 
legacy 
data

Control of 
files 

important

Add/re
move/ti
melines

Ability to 
comment 

around 
existing docs

This can raise 
the bar, having 
UW rather than 
DA UW helping 
raise standards

Lead/follow 
concept

Claims 
quality 

data

Connect 
UW with 
claims

Connect UW 
with claims 
will remove 
complaints

Webhooks/n
otifications 
for internal 

Tech

Option for 
individual entities 

to set their 
personal tagging 

preferences

Recognising that 
different 

stakeholder 
groups will have 
different tagging 

interests

Extension from 
mid- point now is 

to build out 
financial flow & 
reporting and 

Claims

Why does BDX 
submission 
need to be 

approved post- 
submission?

Claim 
Visibility

Claim 
Quality

Streamlined 
process

Claim referral 
payment delays - 

how can visibility of 
information, 

timeliness in one 
place assist with 

this?

Finance 
flow

Basic mechanics 
of improving 

visibility of status 
and timeline will 

add value
Status- (What 

stage) of 
claim/payment 

necessary Automated 
approval 

would be a 
significant 

improvement

Automated 
approval 
process

4-9 days - 
non 

accuracy of 
comms

Notifications of Claim 
status form platform could 

bring time savings and 
improve the Customer 
experience and anxiety 

during the claim journey

Dominos/dpd 
status tracking 

- where are 
they in the 

status

Task list 
with 

actions vs 
status etc

Payment 
process

Claims 
process


